
the Committee, of the Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees,
1951 and the 1967 Protocol thereto.

The workshop's proceedings were thereafter presented at the Thirty-
first Session of the Committee held in Islamabad in 1992. While presenting
the report, the attention of the Committee was drawn, inter alia, to two
of the recommendations made by that workshop. The first recommendation
urged the Committee "to consider the possibility of preparation of a
model legislation" with the objective of assisting Member States in the
enactment of national laws on refugees". The other recommendation urged
the Asian-African States to move a step forward by considering adherence
to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and/or the
1967 Protocols" thereto.

During the course of deliberations on the Report of the Workshop,
the Representative of the UNHCR stated that the Office of the UNHCR
would cooperate with the AALCC Secretariat in the "elaboration of such
a model, whether as a text, or principles to be considered in any such
legislation or a combination of both". He added that the representatives
of the UNHCR in the capitals of Member States would also be ready to
assist. One delegate in supporting the formulation of model legislation of
refugees by the secretariat expressed the view that the definition of the
term "refugee" as stipualted in the Geneva Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees, 1951 and the 1967 Protocol thereto be amended so
as to incorporate other qualifications and criteria such as those enumerated
in the OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee problems
in Africa, 1969 and the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, 1984.

The Committee at its Thirty-first Session adopted the aforementioned
recommendations of the AALCC-UNHCR Workshop and approved of
the suggestion to prepare a model legislation in cooperation with the
office of the UNHCR.

At its Thirty-second Session in Kampala, in 1993, the Committee
considered a "Preliminary Study On the proposed Model Legislation on
Refugees" which presented an overview of the features of contemporary
refugees law and a draft structure of the proposed model legislation on
refugees. While introducing the brief prepared by the Secretariat the
Deputy Secretary-General had stated inter alia that a comparative study
~f the definitions incorporated in the existing various international
Instruments did make out a case for the need to expand the scope of the
term "refugee" to conform to the contemporary developments. The existing
international instruments are: the Refugee Convention of 1951 and the
1967 Protocol thereto; the OAU Convention of 1969; the Cartagena
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. of 1984 and the Committee's Bangkok Principles of 1966
claraUon

J)e Addendum I of 1970 thereto.
and . the Thirty-second Session, the representative of the UNHCR

Duong .. ti fad that the initiative taken by the Committee In prepara Ion o.
observe . I non on refugees would certainly contribute to the effective

odel legiS a I . f . . alm . f refugee law. In his view the incorporatIon 0 intemation
. lernentatIon 0 . . h d .
Irnpdards for treatment of refugees into mumclpa~ law throug omestic
stall. ld be an appropriate method and In some legal systems,
1 islatton wou ..eg h nly method of according internatIOnal protectIOn to refugees.
perhaps'llt de~at during the Arusha Conference on Refugees held in 1979
He reca e .. f Af .

f
. States had recommended that the Organization 0 ncan

the A ncan . 1. (OAU) in cooperation with the UNHCR should elaborate a ~atlOna
Un~tYlti n to serve as a guideline for African States. He also reiterated
legts a 10 .. f hUNHCR's offer to cooperate with and assist the Secretanat 0 t e
~CC in the elaboration of a model legislation or refugees.

At that Session a view was expressed that since the 1951 Convention
on the Status of Refugees does not cover all categtories of refu~ees, it

be useful to formulate a comprehensive framework to deal With new
:ar!gee situations. The Committe at its Thirty-second ~ess~on ~ecided
inter alia to "continue with the study of the model tegislanon In c~ose
cooperation with the UNHCR and OAU which includes study.of vanous
legislations on refugees in the Asian-African Region" and directed the
Secretariat to include the item "The Status and Treatment of Refugees
and Displaced Persons" on the agenda of the Thirty-third Session of the
Committee.

Pursuant to that decision the AALCC Secretary-General held informal
consultations with the representatives of the Organisation of African Unity
(OAU) and the UNHCR, in February 1993. At that meeting it was agreed
(i) to reactivate the OAU/UNHCR Working Group on refugees and to
include therein the AALCC and (ii) to reactivate the study of a Model
Legislation.

A round-table meeting of the representatives of the AALCC and the
UNHCR was held in June 1993. The focus of discussions at that meeting
was the proposed model legislation on refugees. During that meeting it
was observed that the model legislation would be much more meaninful
if it was incorporated into national laws because these are far more
effective than international law principles, which may lack enforcement
prOCedures.

It Was also observed that the lack of willingness to accept international
dards has been well illustrated by the unfortunate Bosnian example,
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which has shown that the principles of international protection and non-
refoulement have at best been reduced to good intentions. The national
legislation would be more respected since being law of the land, there
were better chances of its implementation.

Therefore, a national legislation, keeping all the factors in mind,
would be useful. Of-course, the question of the incorporation of the
existing principles could be left to individual States. It was agreed inter
alia, to evolve ways and means of elaborating the concerning Treatment
of Refugees, 1966 (hereinafter called the Bangkok Principles) and to
continue work on the model legislation which would help States desirous
of doing so to incorporate flexible principles on refugees into their existing
legal instruments.

The Secretary-General also held consultations with several senior
representatives of the Office of the UNHCR in Geneva in June 1993
whereat it was agreed to continue to study further and to identify Islamic
Law principles which could help in promoting existing principles of
refugees law.

Thereafter at a tripartite meeting of the representatives of the AALCC,
OAU and the UNHCR the view was expressed that it was necessary to
update the OAU/UNHCR guidelines on the national refugee legislation
prepared in 1980. This could be done by appointing a consultant or
consultants, if necessary. The goal should be to formulate flexible principles
which could be incorporated into existing national legislation and priorities
would have to be set as to what is to be dealt with first. What could be
done, was to "build on" the existing African model. It was suggested that
the model legislation could be drafted in "Blocks".

At its Thirty-third Session held in Tokyo in 1994 the Committee
co~sidered inter alia a draft structure of the 'Model Legislation on refugees' ,
which the Secretariat had been called upon to prepare. The document
prepared for the Tokyo Session had invited the Committee to give
consideration to the extent and scope of the key term 'refugees' around
which the proposed model legislation was to be drafted.

It was pointed out in this regard that in recent times the terms 'refugees'
and "displaced persons" had corne to be used almost as synonyms and
whether the scope of the proposed model legislation should extend to
displaced persons. In sum, that document had examined the complexities
of a generally acceptable definition of refugees and displaced persons.
After due deliberations, in the course of which several delegates approved
the establishment of a legal mechanism to govern the status and treatment
of refugees, the Committee at its Thirty-third session decided inter alia

. ue with the task of the preparation of a model legislatio.n. in
to contln . ith the UNHCR and the OAU in light of the codifiedoperatIOn WI . .close.co f . ternational law and the practice of States 10 the regIOn.

. clples 0 10 Ipfln the mandate of the Tokyo Session the Secretary-Genera
pursua:~~te Verbale to the Member States of the <?ommitteeseeking

addressed . d to ascertain the policies of their governments on. operation an . . ththeir CO f Annexed to the Note was a questionnaire eblem of re ugees. ., f
the pro h' h would give essential information about the opmion 0

resP~;~~~rw S~~tes and would assist in the formulation of the Model
the.. the Status and the Treatment of Refugees.
Legislation on .. AALCC Member States who are parties to the

Of the Nmeteen . . d h. . only nine States in Asia have so far ratifie t e
C vention regime . 67 P Ion . R lating to the Status of Refugees, 1951* and Its 19 rotoco .
conv~~~lOngu~dingprinciples apart from the 1951 Convention and the
Th:7 pr~tocol thereto are Bangkok Principles, 1966 and 1970 addend~m
19 hich are recommendatory in nature. Therefore a regIOnalsolution
thereto w I
to this problem is necessary.

Th proposed model legislation could be particularly useful for the
. e. nd could deal with both the question of the mass refugeeASian region ad' .

status determination and individual determinatio~. ~n~e the mass a mlss~on
f refugee is allowed it will not be difficult for individual persons seeking

~ndividual refugee status to do so. The model legislation v.:ill be ~uch.
more meaninful if it is incorporated into national laws as internauonal
law principles lack enforcement procedures. It is hope~ tha~refugee law
principles will be incorporated as pa~ of ~he alien or ImmigratIOn laws
already in existence. The national leg~slatlon.would ~he~eforegua~antee
better chances of implementation of mternatlOnal prm~lples rel~tl~g to
the status and treatment of refugees including the question of their nghts
as well as their concommitant obligations.

B. ESTABLISHMENT OF "SAFETY ZONE" FOR THE
DISPLACED PERSONS IN THE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

The topic "The Establishment of Safety Zones for th~ dis~laced persons
in their country of origin" was taken up for the first time in 19~5 at the
suggestion of the delegation from Thailand, who felt tha~ this would
lessen the burden imposed upon the international commumty under the

• Botswana, China Cyprus Egypt Ghana, Iran, (Islamic Republic of) Japan, Ke?ya, Nigeri~,
, , , . S d T Ice U ted Republic

Philippines, Republic of Korea, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, u an, ur y, . m ,
of T 'U da d Y SUN Document STILEG/SER.EJ12, The Multilateral Treatiesanzarua, gan an emen. ee . .
Deposited with the Secretary- General. Status as on 31 December. 1993.
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broader principle of "Burden Sharing". 1 It was discussed at the Twenty-
sixth (Bangkok) and Twenty-seventh (Singapore) sessions of the Committee.
At the Twenty-eighth session held in Nairobi the Secretariat presented 13
principles? which provided a framework for the establishment of Safety
Zone. It was however decided in 1989 to defer the consideration of the
item to a future session.

During the Thirtieth Session the delegate of Thailand refered to the
earlier proposal made by his Government on the question of establishment
of Safety Zones for the displaced persons in the country of origin and
suggested that bearing in mind the recent developments, the topic on
Safety Zones should be put on the agenda of the next session of the
Committee for further study. The topic was further discussed at the Thirty-
first and Thirty-second sessions. The Thirty-third session mandated the
secretariat to study further the concept of Safety Zones and to analyse the
role played by the United Nations and UNHCR in particular in the recent
past in that context.

The concept of "Safety Zone" in refugee law is relatively more recent
as compared to the parallel concepts of "hospital and Safety Zones",
"neutralised zones" and "demilitarised zones" under humanitarian law.
But the basic objective of all these concepts is the same i.e.; to provide
protection and assistance to persons affected by violent conflicts. While
the humanitarian law concepts relate more to conduct of war and the
protection of civilians in areas engulfed in an armed conflict, the safety
zone concept in refugee law is primarily aimed at protection of persons
who are displaced by conflict and are likely to seek or remain in refuge
abroad unless they are protected in safe areas elsewhere in the country
itself. Depending upon the nature and extent of the conflict, however, the
two concepts are, more often than not likely to be overlap.

For the Thirty-fourth Session the Secretariat has formulated a
"Framework for the Establishment of a Safety Zone for Displaced Persons
in their Country of Origin." This draft incorporates basic principles enshrined
in international humanitarian laws and the decisions of international
organisations. The framework adopts a simple and uncomplicated structure
to outline a solution to a complex issue and comprises twenty (20) provisions
arranged under seven broad headings. The framework stipulates (i) the
aim of the establishment of a Safety Zone: (ii) conditions in accordance
with which a Safety Zone may be established; (iii) the supervision and

I. Burden sharing principles were adopted in 1987 by the AALCC. they were, an addition and
improvement on the Bangkok Principles of 1966.

2. Doc. No. AALCc/XXVl11189/3. Annexure I
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. (iv) duties of the Government and the
anagement of ~he proposed ~on:, the ri hts and duties of the displaced

~onflict.in~h:~~::Y c~~~:~~~~'p;o~ection ~f the officials of the International
person~ In. . d (vii) the closure of the Safety Zone.

nlsatlOnS, an . I
Orga . . d nder the seven subjects or tit es

t odd prOVISions arrange u h AALCCThe twen y . the thirteen principles that t e
mentioned ab?ve rely h~~VIl\ °s:ssion held in Nairobi in 1989 (hereinafter
considered at ItSTW~n~y~.g~rinciPleS). A careful reading of the twenty
referred to as the airo If work and the Nairobi Principles would

f the present rame N' bi
provisons 0 f th thirteen propositions that comprised the airo I
reveal that ten °b e I borated in the aforementioned framework.
Principles have een e a

oses the establishment of a Safety Zone to "protect
The framework prop dis laced ersons in their country of origin from

the life and property °df Pfl' ts ty placing them under a UN protection
ces of arme con IC .

consequen " onsiderable number of displaned persons anses as a
area" when a c . ts or civil wars and their life and property are
result of armed conflic ., (1 1 and 2 1) read together furnish the

d" These two provIsIOns.· . .
threatene . d S f t Zone However the latter provlSlons
raison d'etre of the propos\ a e y of the establishment of the proposed
quoted abov~d(2.1af)ee;yp::ss:c:~~~~~~ non-International Armed Conflicts.
zone to provi e s .

. f al S .nar organised by the SecretarIat
The views expressed at the 10 orm emt. b 19943

in collaboration with the UNHCR in New Delhi on 23 Septem er
is given as an Annex with this Chapter.

1birty-fourth session : Discussions

Introducing the item the Deputy Secretary-General (Mr. Tohru Kuma~~)
said that the Secretariat had prepared two studies addressed to two SpeCI ICt. I' the Status and Treatmenaspects of the subject: (i) Model Legis anon on .

XIV/D hal95/2)' and EstablIshment
of Refugees (Doc. No. AALCC!XX .0.' . 'n Doc
of Safety Zones for the Displaced persons 10 their country of ongt ( .
No. AALCCIXXXIV/Dohal95/3).

The Model Legislation had been prepared by the secretariat: cl~se
co-ordination with UNHCR, and had been circulated to em e~
Governments. It followed, by and large,. the structure of the Pt::~:;m
legislation presented at the Kampala Session and the debate on d I
"Refugee" at the subsequent session held in Tokyo in 1994. The mo e

- . f Safety Zone for the displaced
3. Summary Record of the Seminar on th~ "Estabhs~;.ent ;3r: September 1994. Annexure II.

penons in their country of origin" held In New De 1 on
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The Representative of the UNHCR observed that of the world's total

. it. 24 million the overwhelming mejon y
esent refugee populatIO~ of some in the AALCC. The majority. of

pr found in the countnes represented al found in these countnes.
were di I d opulatIOn were so .

Orld's internally ISPace P . f the Afro-Asian regron tothe w .. f r the countnes 0 f
It was therefore, Imperative 0 h to the humanitarian problems 0

continue to evolve a common ap~~~~~ continued to confront them.
and displaced persons .

refugees . . . ntext that the efforts of the AALCC 10
He stated that It IS 10 that co h s in dealing with the refugee

evolving legal prin~iples :~d ne:g~~:r~:s~;ed particular importance. In
problem in the Afncan- s~nb:siS in relation to the status and treatm~nt
bi s view the need for a leg h which exist in many countnes

. d fad-hoc approac es, h
f refugees mstea 0 h . ed He pointed out that t eo ld t be overemp asiz . h
of the AALC~ colu d~~ the elaboration of background papers on bot
UNHCR was mvo ve 1 .

bi cts under consideration.the su Je . h odel
. forts of the Secretariat in elaborat1Og t em.

Commend1Og the ef. t the difficulties in attempting to produce
. . he drew attention 0 ... .ncelegIslation, . f se in all countnes 10 the regIOn SI .

one undifferentiated model text or ~ and legal traditions and 10
. d : thei r domestic norms .countries dlffere 10 el. th 1951 Refugee ConventIOn.

addition mayor may not be slrat~? t:
o
haveea model legislation adapted

In his view, it was the~efore pre era ~ concerns. He proposed establishing
to specific legal or reglo~a~ syst~m ~~LCC Secretariat, the UNHCR, and
a working group co~pns1Og t e . d non-parties to the 1951 Refugee
Member States includ10g both partIes an
Convention. .

HCR attached a great deal of Importance
Finally, he stated that the UN . . I d d a large number of refugee

to the AALCC since its membershIp I~Cu edwithout whose co-operation
. f . .ng countnes an

producing and re ugee-reCelvl I d A significant aspect of the
the refugee problem cou~d not be so v~ ~ .t contained not only a large
Afro-Asian region, he pointed out w~s t a hI 1951 Refugee Convention

. h· h ere parties to t enumber of countnes w ic w A . h were not It had always
but also many, particularly those from sm,: 0 two grou·ps of countries
been the hope that more exc.hanges betwe;;1t ;:~u ee Convention.
would lead to more accessions to the 1 g

h h Seminar on the question of
The Delegate of Egypt stated t at. t e Delhi had provided an

Establishment of Safety Zones held 10 New ber countries and
f .ews among mem -

opportunity for an eX~hange.o v~ al norms in this field was
academicians. In his VIew codification ~~ l~g fie al and humanitarian
premature. he was of the view that reconclha

fl
tIOn0 g mon minimal legal

. . does not re ect a comaspects IS necessary as practice to case basis and it was
content. The practice hitherto had been on a case '
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legislation comprises a preamble and thirty-six sections arranged in three
parts viz. General Provisons; Rights and Obligations of Refugees; and,
Organizational Arrangements; Read together they set out the ratione personae
and ratione materiae of the proposed legislation and also provide for the
establishment of an administrative/executive organ to deal with matters
relating to the determination of refugee status as well as the rights and
duties of refugees in the receiving state. The last part also makes provision
for quasi-judicial review of decisions in matters relating to the status and
treatment of refugees. The Secretariat had fulfilled its mandate and it was
now for the Member Governments to give consideration to this model
legislation and to make known to the Secretariat their comments and
views thereon.

Turning to the subject of establishment of safety zones for displaced
persons in their country of origin he said that the item had been taken up
at the request of the Government of Thailand. At the Twenty-eighth
Session (Nairobi) in 1989 the Secretariat had presented a set of 13 principles
which provided a basic framework for the establishment of safety zones.

The study prepared for the current session focussed on the basic
principles to establish the Safety Zone for the internally displaced persons
during armed conflict. It dealt with the circumstances, under which a
Safety Zone could be established, the involvement of the United Nations
in the management of safety zones and the status of safety zones in
international law.

The framefork formulated by the Secretariat incorporate basic principles
enshrined in international humanitarian laws. The framework adopts a
simple structure to outline a solution to a complex issue and comprises
a total of twenty provisions arranged under seven broad headings. The
framework stipulates:

(i) The aim of the establishment of a safety zone; (ii) Conditions in
accordance with which a safety zone may be established; (iii) The supervision
and management of the proposed zone; (iv) duties of the Government and
the conflicting parties concerned; (v) The rights and duties of displaced
persons in the safety zone; (vi) Protection of the officials of the International
organizations; and (vii) the closure of the Safety Zone.

This framework was substantially built upon the 13 principles that
the AALCC had considered at its Twenty-eighth Session held in Nairobi
in 1989.
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premature to cOdify ad hoc practices. In his opinion the idea should be
to bring safety to people rather than people to safety; this required
cOmprehensive study of the reasons and origin of conflicts. Besides, the
topic had a deep cultural dimension, and the AALCC should promote
concentration of regional aspects and regional organizations as they are
best equipped to deal with the problem. The UNHCR, ICRC and NGO's
in his opinion could working on the functional rather than a legal level
elaborate operational guidelines based on the past practices and taking
into account the particular characteristics of each conflict and situation.

The President intervened to say that there was a great responsibility
on the International Community to deal appropriately with the growing
problem of refugees and displaced persons. It should not be dealt with on
an ad hoc basis but on the basis of an International convention. As
further steps were needed on the legal aspects, this could be done by way
of discussions or by exchange of views in working group.

The Delegate of the People's Republic of China expressed the view
that the Model Legislation on the Status and Treatment of Refugees
would provide a suitable basis for the enactment of domestic legislation
on refugees for AALCC member states and would be an appropriate
supplement to the 195 I Refugees Convention and its Protocol of 1967.
Its contents reflect the comprehension of the definition of refugees and
the position and practice of the majority of the Asian-African States on
the issue of refugees. The fundamental principles and provisions established
in the model legislation would exert a positive influence for the solutions
of the issue of refugees by Asian-African States, if they were incorporatedinto national laws.

Referring to the issue of Establishment of Safety Zones for displaced
persons in the country of origin the delegate stated that it involved not
only the problem of the legal status of the safety zones, but also the
problem of the jurisdiction and the State Sovereignty of the Country of
Origin and therefore needed a more profound and cautious study.

He was of the view that greater emphasis should be put by the
International Communities upon the issue of refugees and continuous
efforts should be made for the early resolution of the refugee problem.
Permissible, timely and effective measures should be taken to facilitate
the return of the refugees with safety and dignity.

The Delegate of Ghana was of the view that the model legislation on
the status and treatment of refugees was complementary to the proposal
for the establishment of a legal framework for the establishment of a
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.. He was. their countries of ongm.nes for the displaced person~ mid. the establishment of the
safety z~ that the main problems mvo ve diti ns for the establishment
of the view . luded those related to the con I 10 t the geographical

Zones me h C ntral Govemmen ,
safety Safety Zones, breakdow~ of t e e

H
wished more discussion on theof the State sovereignty etc. e

Of the zone,
area .

topiC. . ublic of Iran observed that keeping
Delegate of the Islamic Rep f the world in general and the

. ~: the scope of the.refug~e probl:~ff~~ of the AALCC's Secretariat
10 ~I -African countries m ~arh~ular th mmendable. It had been sent to
tns:~viding the model lef~~~a~~~e:'::,~:'for considerationand c07':m~

e concerned authontle~ 0 s showed that many concerns 0 sia
th t a brief review of Its content ith the refugee problem had been
bUd African countries in connection w attention of the Secretariat. He
a~en into account and rec~ived pro~~r Secretariat would provide better
h ped that the studies provl~ed by t tri in dealing with the Refugeeo f the Asian/ Afncan coun nesospects or . . .
pr d help in its elimination.
problems an h . that the study on the

.F S d was of t e view
The Delegation OJ u an h ld consider carefully as to whose

establishment of the .safet\~o~.e s ~~e Safety Zone, especially where a
consent was needed I~ esta IS. I:;ould have to be invoked. In such cases
decision by the Secunty Council . C cil decision was invoked after
it would be preferable if the Secunty .oun

. h h concerned parties.
consultations Wit t e f problem felt

. enting on the re ugee .The Delegate of Palestine comm I tion 149 dealing WIth
. t of the UN reso u I .

that unless the reqUlr~~en sees and the restoration of family unity
compensation to Palestinian refug. ' ould remain unsolved. He

f blem m that area w hwere not met the re ugee pro . b d which should espouse t e
LCC an Important 0 y .

felt that the AA was . th m at the appropnate fora.cause of its member states, and voice e

. it essential that States become
The Delegate of ~apan co~sId~~e~he Status of Refugees, 1951 and

parties to the Convention Relating . t d mestic legislative measures
its Protocol of 1967, and take appr~prila. e 0 ould be more helpful if it

. Th odel legis anon w
to Implement them. e~. . refu ee recognition procedures.
included more detailed provisions .conc~rn;.n~f ~f refugees in the model
He was of the view that th~ ';Ider . e I~I~~~ead to imposing additional
legislation did not seem reah~hc, as .Ithmlg ided protection and assistance. . tnes whic proviburden on neighbouring coun ,
to refugees, along with UNHCR.

ro osed legal framework forHe urged a more careful study of the p p
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establishing the safety Ze . one. Although th
nVlsaged that the establishment f S e proposed legal framework

consent and co-operation of th GO a afety Zone was subject to the
P ti e overnm tar res. Such consent was not eas t b en and that of the conflicting
study the establishment of safety z y 0 ~htain. There was a need to further
and the conflicting parties con one ;It out the consent of the Government
of the difficulties arising fro~e~~e . Acc~unt needed also to be taken
controlled and supervised by fore; e esta~I.lsh~ent of the Safety Zone
State .gn authontles In a territory of .. . a sovereIgn

The Delegate of Jordan was of the .
support the Arab stand in solvin the view that the AALCC should
persons and deportees. g problems of refugees, displaced

. The President intervened to sa tha .
of Refugees and the Deportation ~f P tlthe. t~PICSof Status and Treatment
to be dealt with separately. a estJman were two different items
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(ii) Decision on "Status and Treatment of Refugees"

(Adopted on 22nd April 1995)

The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee at its Thirty-fourth
Session:

Having considered the Secretariat briefs on Model Legislation on the
Status and Treatment of Refugees Doc. No. AALCC/XXXIVIDohaJ95/2
and the Establishment of Safety Zones for the Displaced Persons in their
Country of Origin Doc. No. AALCCIXXXIVlDohal95/3;

Appreciative of the statement and assistance of the Representative of
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees;

Noting the proposals advanced by the Representative of the Office of
the UNHCR.

1. Appeals to Member States to take all possible measures to eradicate
the causes and conditions which force people to leave their countries
and cause them to suffer unbounded misery;

2. Urges Member States who have not already done so to ratify or
accede to the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, 1951 and
the 1967 Protocol thereto' ,

3. Commends the Secretariat for having prepared the Model Legislation
on the Status and Treatment of Refugees in cooperation with the
Office of the UNHCR.

4. Also commends the Secretariat for revising the Nairobi Principles of
1989 and for formulating the "Legal Framework for the Establishment
of a Safety Zone for Displaced Persons in their Country of Origin".
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